Recent path-integral Monte Carlo and quantum molecular dynamics simulations have shown that computationally efficient average-atom models can predict thermodynamic states in warm dense matter to within a few percent. One such atom-in-jellium model has typically been used to predict the electron-thermal behavior only, although it was previously developed to predict the entire equation of state (EOS). We report completely atom-in-jellium EOS calculations for Be, Al, Si, Fe, and Mo, as elements representative of a range of atomic number and low-pressure electronic structure. Comparing the more recent method of pseudo-atom molecular dynamics, atom-in-jellium results were similar: sometimes less accurate, sometimes more. All these techniques exhibited pronounced effects of electronic shell structure in the shock Hugoniot which are not captured by Thomas-Fermi based EOS. These results demonstrate the value of a hierarchical approach to EOS construction, using average-atom techniques with shell structure to populate a wide-range EOS surface efficiently, complemented by more rigorous 3D multi-atom calculations to validate and adjust the EOS.
INTRODUCTION
Accurate equations of state (EOS) are essential to understand stellar and planetary formation and evolution, astrophysical impacts, and engineering challenges such as the development of inertial confinement fusion energy sources and the design and interpretation of experiments involving high energy density (HED) plasmas such as those using pulsed electrical discharges and laser ablation. Experiments to measure the properties of matter in these conditions are difficult and expensive, and wideranging EOS are needed even to design and interpret such experiments.
Widely-used EOS such as those in the sesame and leos libraries [1, 2] are usually constructed by combining relatively simple semi-empirical models valid over a limited range of states, such as Thomas-Fermi (TF) or Thomas-Fermi-Dirac (TFD) theory [3, 4] for high compressions and temperatures, hard-sphere models of the liquid-vapor region [5] , and measurements of the shock Hugoniot. Evolving experimental capabilities and more rigorous theoretical investigations of localized regions of the EOS have identified inaccuracies, driving efforts to construct improved EOS. However, the most rigorous techniques expected to be applicable for warm dense matter, path-integral Monte-Carlo (PIMC) [6] and quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) [7] , are computationally expensive and not currently practical for the direct generation of wide-ranging EOS or for materials of high atomic number Z. † Present affiliation: Universität Rostock, 18051 Rostock, Germany
The most rigorous theoretical techniques simulate the kinetic motion of an ensemble of atoms, where the distribution of the electrons is found with respect to the changing location of the ions using quantum mechanics [6, 7] . Despite their rigor, calculations using these techniques are not necessarily accurate. Many-body quantum mechanics is based on approximations to address the problem of representing anticommuting fermion wavefunctions, the fixed-node approximation [8] in PIMC and the local density approximation [9, 10] to the exchangecorrelation functional in QMD. Calculations using either technique are converged to a finite degree with respect to numerical parameters such as the series-sum representation of wavefunctions, the computation of wavefunctions at a finite set of points in space (real or reciprocal), and the size of the ensemble of atoms. The energy of the ensemble is determined from an average over a sufficient time interval, and the heat capacity can be found from the rate of change of energy with temperature. This procedure is computationally expensive, requiring o(10 15 ) or more floating-point operations per state, equivalent to hundreds of CPU-hours per state for QMD and thousands of CPU-hours for PIMC. It is typically deemed impractical to perform these simulations for matter around or below ambient density and above a few tens of electron volts using QMD.
Recent PIMC and QMD results have indicated that the simpler approach of calculating the electron states for a single atom in a spherical cavity within a uniform charge density of ions and electrons, representing the surrounding atoms, reproduces their more rigorous EOS [11, 12] . This atom-in-jellium approach [13] was developed originally to give improved accuracy over ThomasFermi-based EOS near ambient conditions. It was used previously to predict the electron-thermal energy of matter at high temperatures and compressions [1, 14] , as an advance over the approximation of a uniform electron gas, as in TF and related approaches.
Other techniques are being developed as more advanced compromises between the accuracy of multi-atom calculations and the efficiency of the jellium approach, such as orbital-free molecular dynamics [15] and pseudoatom molecular dynamics [16] (PAMD). PAMD is based on a higher order representation of electronic states in the jellium and includes ionic structure self-consistently, deducing an effective interatomic potential which can then be used to perform molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. PAMD calculations of Be, Al, Si, and Fe produce similar states to PIMC and QMD [17] . PAMD requires much less computational effort than PIMC or QMD, but it still amounts to several tens of CPU-hours per state, so the construction of a wide-ranging tabular EOS is a significant undertaking.
One advantage of these average-atom techniques over QMD is that calculations of a single atom are fast enough that all electrons can be treated explicitly under all circumstances. For computational efficiency in QMD simulations, the inner electrons are typically subsumed into a pseudopotential, which would ideally be fixed and universal over the full range of the EOS. In practice, for wide-range EOS, the pseudopotential must be changed or abandoned at states of very high density or temperature.
Atom-in-jellium theory was previously extended to predict frequencies of vibration for ions perturbed from equilibrium in the jellium, and hence the Debye temperature [18] , which was assessed as being correct to within ∼15% for close-packed structures. The Debye model can be used to predict the ion-thermal free energy, so this development made it possible in principle to calculate the complete EOS from atom-in-jellium theory. However, this does not appear to have been done.
In the work reported here, we made some corrections to the previous jellium vibrations model, and calculated EOS to provide a broad comparison with the more rigorous but more expensive approaches.
IMPROVEMENTS TO ATOM-IN-JELLIUM CALCULATIONS
The original computer program implementing the atom-in-jellium calculation, Inferno [13] , suffered from some numerical problems in convergence and accuracy, beyond the limitations inherent in the atom-in-jellium model. For example, Inferno experienced convergence problems including failure to complete calculations at temperatures below 0.1-1 eV. To address these problems, a revised program, Purgatorio, was written [19] . Purgatorio did not however include the ion-thermal cal- culation. With the help of diagnostics from a variety of Fortran compilers available on different computers, some errors were corrected in Inferno, including functions returning incorrect values under some circumstances and machine-dependent problems arising from the alignment of different types of variables in common blocks. The resulting, modified program has been used periodically to calculate sets of states to help plan HED experiments [20] .
Inferno is typically used to run a sequence of calculations, and its performance on a calculation depends partly on variables set during the previous calculation. The program was found to perform best when used to calculate states along an isochore, starting at the highest temperature of interest.
Using the modified version of Inferno, and calculating down isochores in this way, atom-in-jellium computations were attempted over a range and density of states suitable for a general-purpose EOS: mass density ρ from 10 −4 to 10 3 ρ 0 with 20 points per decade, and temperature T from 10 −3 to 10 5 eV with 10 points per decade. The electronic wavefunctions were found to be computed reliably down to 10 K or less for densities corresponding to condensed matter, and to 100 K or less for densities down to 0.1% of the ambient solid. At lower densities, calculations were completed successfully only for temperatures of several eV or more. Calculations of the ion oscillations tended to fail for densities below 10% of ambient and temperatures below ∼1 eV, where the electrons were localized on each atom and an Einstein frequency could not be determined. The ion-thermal calculation was found to fail or converge inaccurately for a small fraction of states with no discernible pattern to their distribution. (Fig. 1.) The resulting fields were post-processed to fill in isolated missing states and replace obvious numerical glitches, using polynomial interpolation from surrounding states. For each state, the Helmholtz free energy f was calculated, and then differentiated using a quadratic fit to the three closest states in ρ to determine the pressure p(ρ, T ) in tabular form. Similarly, quadratic fits in T were differentiated to find the specific entropy s and hence the specific internal energy e(ρ, T ) in tabular form. These tabulated functions comprise an EOS in sesame or leos form.
Calculations were performed for a selection of elements desirable for interpreting HED experiments and for comparison with calculations performed using other techniques. In this paper, we show results for Be, Al, Si, Fe, and Mo. The first four are interesting to compare with recent PAMD results [16, 17] as the closest but more sophisticated equivalent to the present method. Al, Fe, and Mo are standard materials for which considerable experimental and theoretical research has been reported. Al and Mo have been the subject of previous atom-in-jellium studies, but in a more limited way [13] . The computational cost of calculating a wide-ranging EOS increases much more quickly with atomic number for PIMC, QMD, and even PAMD, than for atom-in-jellium. Not enough of the EOS has been tabulated to allow the construction of principal shock Hugoniot over a wide pressure range for Fe or Mo using these more rigorous techniques. We report our construction of wide range EOS for Fe and Mo using the atom-in-jellium approach, providing predictions which may be tested later when the more computationally intensive prescriptions can be applied, or experimental data may be available. It is also instructive to compare the predicted evolution of the effects of ionization of successive electron shells on the shock Hugoniot, with increasing atomic number.
For consistency with previous atom-in-jellium calculations, the exchange-correlation functional was the HedinLundqvist form [21] . Calculations using Kohn-Sham [10] and Perdew-Zunger [22] functionals were found to make an insignificant difference to the EOS in the warm dense matter regime, compared with the inaccuracy of using the average-atom model instead of a 3D treatment of the electron distribution. We would expect gradient-based or hybrid exchange-correlation treatments to make similarly little difference in this regime, in line with previouslyreported results such as [23] . A single set of solver parameters [24] was used for all calculations.
Because the atom-in-jellium model is a simplified representation of ion and electron distributions in 3D, there is ambiguity in performing some computations. The integrals over the continuum electronic states associated with an atom can be performed over the entire computational domain, or restricted to the inside of the cavity in the jellium. Thermodynamic quantities in the model can be defined as the difference between the calculation for a uniform electron gas with a given chemical potential, and the calculation for an atom inserted into a cavity in the uniform electron gas. The insertion may be performed at constant total volume or at constant volume of the uniform jellium, the difference being a slightly different electron density at the boundary. Calculations were performed with three alternative combinations of these choices [13, 25] 
:
A: Integrals over continuum states taken over the volume of the cavity, cavity inserted into the jellium at constant total volume (compressing the jellium as the cavity is added);
Integrals taken over the cavity, cavity inserted into the jellium at constant jellium volume (expanding the total volume by the volume of the cavity);
T: Integrals taken over the whole domain, cavity inserted into the jellium at constant total volume.
Results from the alternative treatments can be regarded as reflecting systematic uncertainties in the atom-injellium EOS. Typically, the models produce significantly different EOS at low temperatures, but they converge at temperatures above 1 eV or so. Anecdotally, model A has generally been found to be least inaccurate at low temperatures, but this is not the case for all elements. The simplest test of a theoretical EOS is how well it reproduces the STP state. Multi-atom electronic structure calculations based on variants of the local density approximation typically achieve accuracies of ∼1% in lattice parameter, or a few gigapascals in pressure. Atom-injellium results are significantly less accurate, as expected (Table I ). All calculations used exactly the same solver parameters. The atom-in-jellium model cannot distinguish solid phases or between magnetic and non-magnetic structures.
At STP, Al is close-packed and Be is near-close-packed (hexagonal structure with c/a less than for ideal hexagonal close-packing), and the discrepancy for both elements is relatively small at a few gigapascals. Fe and Mo are both body-centered cubic, the former stabilized by magnetic ordering; the discrepancy is a few tens of gigapascals, smaller for Mo. Si is diamond cubic, stabilized by directional covalent-type bonding which is not captured at all by the atom-in-jellium model, and has a discrepancy of around 200 GPa. The discrepancy thus reflects the relative unsuitability of using a spherical atom-injellium treatment for an element exhibiting a given degree of directional bonding, though the performance for Be was unexpectedly accurate. These discrepancies are a reflection of how far from ambient a material may have to be in order for the atom-in-jellium calculation to be useful. 
GENERALIZED DEBYE MODEL
In the ion thermal model developed for use with atomin-jellium calculations [18] , perturbation theory was used to calculate the Hellmann-Feynman force on the ion when displaced from the center of the cavity in the jellium. Given the force constant k = −∂f /∂r, the Einstein vibration frequency ν e = k/m a was determined, where m a is the atomic mass, and hence the Einstein temperature θ E =hν e /k B . The Debye temperature θ D was inferred from θ E , either by equating the ion-thermal energy or the mean square displacement.
The ion displacement calculation can be performed independently at every (ρ, T ) state, and therefore θ E and θ D , unusually, depend on temperature as well as mass density. In contrast, in the Debye model of heat capacity as is commonly applied to condensed matter, θ D is assumed to be a function of ρ only. In practice as calculated using the atom-in-jellium model, these characteristic temperatures vary greatly over the wide temperature ranges applicable to warm dense matter experiments (Fig. 2) . Interpreting the atom-in-jellium results, the electronic states vary as the atom is heated, and the effect is to increase the restoring force against displacement of the nucleus from equilibrium. For all elements studied so far, θ D increased much more slowly than T itself. The free energy in the Debye model is calculated independently for each (ρ, T ) state, so there is no problem in using θ D varying with T as well as ρ in the usual free energy calculation (below) without further modification.
The temperature-dependence of θ D in these calculations arises solely from thermal excitation of the electrons. This behavior is distinct from temperaturedependence related to anharmonicity in the effective interatomic potential, causing interactions between phonons in the crystal lattice [26] .
Another interesting aspect of the θ D calculations is that they predict an abrupt transition from matter in tension, where the mass density is lower than at zero pressure but there is still a restoring force on the displaced nucleus, to instability with respect to perturbations as the electrons localize on the atom and effectively cease to interact with neighboring atoms as represented by the jellium. As the temperature is raised at constant density, this instability eventually disappears even before ionization takes place, as electrons are promoted to higher-energy bound states with larger tails at increased radius, extending more significantly into the jellium. The boundary between the two behaviors provides an estimate of the high-density side of the liquid-vapor region, up to the critical point. The atom-in-jellium calculation did not include any estimate of cluster formation in small groups of atoms, and would not be expected to give a prediction of the low-density side of the liquid-vapor region. The displaced-nucleus calculation in effect gives the polarizability of the jellium, and so is closely related to the van der Waals forces thought to govern the location of the critical point [27] . It is difficult to extract a precise prediction of the critical point from the atom-in-jellium calculations, as they are relatively flat in ρ and predict a gradual variation from θ D = 0 (a noisy contour) to several kelvin over several thousand kelvin, but the results are broadly consistent with other estimates, except for the critical temperature of Mo (Table II) . Given θ D (ρ, T ), the ion-thermal free energy can be calculated from
8 k B θ D is the zero-point energy and D 3 is the Debye integral,
In practice, it was sometimes difficult to correct all the states affected by numerical noise from θ D (ρ, T ). However, the precise value of θ D is only important when the temperature is similar to the Debye temperature. When T << θ D , the ionic heat capacity approaches zero, and when T >> θ D , the ionic modes are all saturated. Thus, in most cases, an adequate representation of the generalized Debye heat capacity was found by using θ D (ρ) : θ D (ρ, T ) = T , i.e. for any ρ, the value of θ D chosen was that where it became equal to the temperature. It was much easier to remove or adjust noisy states from this one-dimensional tabulation (Fig. 3) . At sufficiently high temperatures, the ions become free and their specific heat capacity falls from 3k B to 3k B /2 per atom, where k B is the Boltzmann constant. The Debye free energy was modified to account for this freedom using a variant of the Cowan model [33] .
STATES AT ELEVATED MASS DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE
The atom-in-jellium and PAMD methods were originally developed to calculate states under warm dense matter conditions of compression and heating into the plasma regime, which is also most tractable for PIMC and QMD. All electronic structure methods naturally calculate states at a chosen mass density and temperature, so comparisons of specific states or loci where one is held constant, i.e. isotherms and isochores, are the most direct as they involve the specific, local results from each method. In contrast, shock Hugoniots involve the initial state as well as the shock state, which is generally less accurate for the atom-in-jellium model, and isentropes involve either the initial state to establish the entropy or an integration from the initial state to calculate the work of compression. Hugoniot calculations were made using the observed STP mass density, taking the atom-in-jellium calculation of specific internal energy (dominated by the binding energy of the inner electrons, which is likely to be accurate and far greater than the discrepancy in the outer electrons causing the pressure discrepancy), but setting the starting pressure to zero if the atom-in-jellium EOS has a negative value, which is a standard treatment for porous materials.
Beryllium
Atom-in-jellium states were extracted from the EOS along the 10 g/cm 3 isochore and 10 eV isotherm, which represent states relevant to ablators used for inertial confinement fusion experiments. The atom-in-jellium results were generally as close or closer to QMD results, compared with PAMD or previous average-atom Kohn-Sham results [17] (Figs 4 and 5) .
The shock Hugoniot from the atom-in-jellium EOS passed closely through published shock data up to 3.5 g/cm 3 [34, 35] , lay below the nuclear impedance match data of Nellis et al [36] , and passed within the larger error bars of nuclear impedance match and laserradiography data at higher pressures [37, 38] . Previous EOS [2, 39] were constructed using a straight-line fit to shock speed-particle speed data, TF theory for the electrons at higher pressure, and different prescriptions for the ion-thermal energy. The variation between the TF Hugoniots indicates the sensitivity to relatively subtle differences in the construction of EOS nominally all based on the same TF theory. The peak compression along the Hugoniot, at around 50 TPa, and not constrained by existing experimental measurements, was ∼ 6% higher from the atom-in-jellium calculation than from the TF EOS. This is a significant difference, and is even larger in terms of pressure, and should be observable in high pressure shock experiments such as are becoming possible on high energy pulsed lasers [57] . At even higher pressures, the different atom-in-jellium models diverged. (Fig. 6) .
EOS for Be have been constructed previously using atom-in-jellium calculations for the electron-thermal excitations only. One of these EOS included detailed DFT and QMD treatments of the solid and liquid phases [40] ; the cold curve and ion-thermal treatment for the other EOS [41] were not reported. The Hugoniot from our competely atom-in-jellium results was consistent with the former EOS, in the liquid and plasma regime, but differed from the latter.
Aluminum
Atom-in-jellium states were extracted from the EOS along the 2.7 g/cm 3 isochore. The atom-in-jellium results were significantly stiffer than previously-reported QMD, PAMD, and average-atom Kohn-Sham results at these relatively low pressures [17] (Fig. 7) . The difference stands out in this comparison because the range is narrower than for other materials below, and the magnitude of the difference is similar at o(0.1) TPa. Comparing the total pressure with the contributions from the electrons alone, the difference could be caused by an overprediction of the ion-thermal pressure by a few tens of percent. The difference could be reconciled by a faster decrease in ionthermal heat capacity as the kinetic energy of the ions approaches the binding energy, and thus the attractive potential between the ions becomes saturated, beyond the Cowan modification to the Debye model. This will be the subject of a future study.
The shock Hugoniot for Al lay at significantly higher density than observed in the solid, but passed within the scatter in the data [34, 35, 42] for Al shocked above melting. The behavior closely followed PAMD and PIMC calculations [17, 43] at higher pressures, exhibiting structure as bound electrons were ionized that departed significantly from a typical TF-based EOS [44] . (Fig. 8.) , an example TFbased EOS [44] , and PAMD results [17] , with experimental measurements [34, 35, 42] .
Silicon
Atom-in-jellium states were extracted from the EOS along isochores from 1 to 6 times ρ 0 . Despite the relatively large disagreement with the pressure at STP, the calculations reproduced previous PIMC and QMD results only slightly less well than PAMD [17] (Fig. 9) . This result suggests that a relatively large inaccuracy in atom-in-jellium predictions in a solid around STP does not mean that the EOS will be inaccurate in the warm dense matter regime. Directional bonds from the outer electrons should disappear as the atoms become ionized. Directionality presumably becomes weaker in the liquid; even if present, it may have a negligible effect compared with the typical uncertainties in HED measurements. The shock Hugoniot was very close to results from PIMC [45] , which had a slightly lower peak compression than PAMD calculations [17] . All three shell structure techniques predicted features in the Hugoniot as bound electrons became ionized, differing substantially from TF predictions [2, 46] . The latter is a combination of multiion density functional theory (DFT) calculations for Si in the diamond phase [47] with an empirical piecewise linear representation of the principal Hugoniot based on that of Ge, to represent low-pressure shock data, linking to TF at high pressure and temperature. The resulting Hugoniot exhibits an jump of more than a factor of two in pressure near the limit in shock data [42, 48] around 100 GPa, and lies well above the other EOS until above peak compression, suggesting that this EOS is probably very inaccurate above 100 GPa. The multi-ion calculations were subsequently extended to include the β-Sn phase of Si [49] . Calculations have since been performed for other phases, and a multiphase EOS valid to higher pressures is being constructed. (Fig. 10.) Iron QMD studies have been performed for Fe, to study the high-pressure melting curve for planetary physics [50, 51] , but less has been reported at higher temperatures relevant to warm dense matter and ionization features along the shock Hugoniot. Here we compare to the sparse QMD [2, 46] , PIMC and PAMD calculations [17] , and experimental measurements [42, 48] .
and PAMD results previously compared with PAMD calculations [17] (Table III) . The atom-in-jellium results were similar to QMD where available and to PAMD, and the difference lay within the ion-thermal contribution to the EOS, again suggesting that the accuracy could be improved with a more sophisticated treatment of the reduction in ionic heat capacity from 3 to Previous wide-range EOS for Fe include several fitted to shock data where available and merging into TF theory at high temperature, such as leos 260 [2] . Iron exhibits solid-solid phase transitions with significant volume change, which are important for engineering applications involving elevated pressures and temperatures, such as armor. For that reason, considerable effort has been devoted to the development of multi-phase EOS. One well-regarded and wide-range one [52] is a semi-empirical multiphase construction including four solid phases and the liquid-vapor-plasma region. This EOS is notable here for using previous atom-in-jellium calculations, though for the electron-thermal contribution only.
Using the present atom-in-jellium prescription for the whole EOS, the calculated shock Hugoniot was too dense at pressures below 1 TPa, but then followed the (sparse) experimental data [34, 35, 42] within its scatter. The shell-structure EOS exhibited very similar modulation in compression around the peak, though different peak compressions, The TF and multiphase EOS were constructed using cold compression curves, combined with thermal excitation models for the ions and electrons. The cold compression curves were algebraic functions, BirchMurnaghan in the case of the multiphase EOS [52] , with a transition to TF at high density. It is striking that , Kerley's semi-empirical multiphase EOS which blends into TF theory for the cold curve and previous atom-in-jellium calculations for the electron-thermal contribution [52] , and experimental measurements [34, 35, 42] .
the TF and multiphase EOS predict similar Hugoniot shapes around peak compression, the difference being the additional modulation from the atom-in-jellium shell structure effect in the electron-thermal contribution to the multiphase EOS. Average-atom TF-based cold curves ignore the multi-center distribution of the nuclear potential, and the accuracy of almost all algebraic cold curves is at best unknown in extrapolation to higher densities than the fitting data, so it seems likely that the present, completely atom-in-jellium EOS gives a more accurate prediction of the peak compression. The difference amounts to a factor or 2-3 in pressure around 100 TPa, which should be observable in future HED experiments [53] . (Fig. 11 .)
Molybdenum
Mo is interesting as a relatively high-Z element used as a high-pressure standard, for instance in impedancematching measurements. It is also notable as being one of a small number of materials for which EOS were constructed consistently using atom-in-jellium calculations for the electron-thermal energy, combined with semi-relativistic band structure calculations of the cold curve, to evaluate nuclear impedance-matching experiments [54] . Disappointingly, this EOS does not extend to a high enough temperature for the effects of shell structure to be evident.
Wide-ranging semi-empirical EOS have been constructed using the standard prescription of an empirical fit to the shock Hugoniot and a transition to TF theory at high compression and temperatures [2, 55] . Although constructed using very similar approaches, the TF-based EOS still differ significantly, particularly in the transition from the regime constrained by shock data to pressures of several times peak compression, where the TF contribution dominates equally in both. Neither PIMC nor PAMD simulations have been reported for Mo, and QMD simulations have not been reported at states high enough to explore ionization effects on the shock Hugoniot. The atom-in-jellium calculation of the complete, wide-ranging EOS was straightforward, and we include results here as a prediction for future comparison with more rigorous approaches. The present calculations had too high a density at low pressures, but passed within the scatter in published shock data [34, 35, 42] for pressures above 400 GPa. At higher pressures, the Hugoniot lay close to the TF EOS but exhibited several oscillations as successive electron shells were ionized. Although relatively modest when plotted over a wide pressure range, the effects of shell structure still amounted to localized pressure differences of up to a factor of three in comparison with TF, which should be observable with HED experimental platforms currently under development [53] . (Fig. 12. )
DISCUSSION
It may seem surprising that the atom-in-jellium technique published in 1979 [13] and extended to predict ionthermal properties in 1990 [18] is still relevant. However, the standard method of constructing wide-range EOS is still based on empirical shock wave data in a framework of Mie-Grüneisen and classical Debye theory (1912) [56] , with TF theory (1927) [3] at higher temperatures. Atom-in-jellium calculations have appeared relatively rarely in EOS libraries for a variety of reasons, including the higher computational cost than TF, the unproven predictions of shell structure effects which might be broadened by the effect of disorder on the ion positions, and the labor needed to adjust numerical parameters to achieve convergence or to correct for inadequacies by post-processing individual calculations. Although the atom-in-jellium states implicitly include the cold con- , two semiempirical EOS using TF theory at high density and temperature [2, 55] , and experimental measurements [34, 35, 42] .
Results from a previous EOS using atom-in-jellium calculations for the electron-thermal EOS only [54] are also shown, demonstrating that the temperature range of this EOS is insufficient to show shell structure effects.
tribution to the EOS, average-atom results are usually much less accurate around ambient density than multiatom electronic structure calculations, so the atom-injellium technique has generally been regarded as suitable for electron-thermal excitations only, as in the Fe and Mo EOS [52, 54] , and even then used rarely.
The updated atom-in-jellium program Purgatorio is regarded as state of the art for calculating the electronthermal contribution in wide-range EOS, and the predictions of shell effects on the Hugoniot are not universally accepted. Purgatorio does not currently include an ion-thermal calculation; this contribution is added to the EOS using a simpler Debye-based model. Truly generalpurpose EOS based on atom-in-jellium calculations are not yet widely available because of the extra complexity involved in combining them with a more accurate treatment of the solid state, which we have not attempted in the work reported here.
It is only recently, with the advent of the more rigor-ous theoretical techniques, that the shell structure predictions have been repeated independently, and over relatively narrow regions of state space. The LiF EOS whose recent comparisons with PIMC prompted the observation that shell-structure effects are supported by multiatom calculations [12] is a mixture of two elemental EOS, each constructed using Purgatorio calculations of the electron-thermal energy, rather than a direct cross-check without mixing. Although PIMC is expected to be accurate, it is so computationally expensive that its precision has been demonstrated only indirectly, by comparison with QMD simulations which can themselves be compared with shock, isothermal compression, or ambient data. The magnitude of the shell structure effects predicted is only modest compared with the spacing between states calculated with PIMC, so the detailed shape may depend partly on the method of interpolation between simulations. Clear experimental evidence of the effects of shell structure is still lacking, though recent developments in converging shock techniques [53, [57] [58] [59] mean that direct experimental comparisons may be possible. A corollary is that EOS construction should proceed via a spectrum of computational tools, ranging from those capable of spanning a wide range of state space with as much rigor as is practical, complemented by a hierarchy of techniques of increasing rigor and computational cost to validate the EOS or highlight where corrections are needed. As computational resources and the sophistication of theoretical techniques increase, the overall accuracy and rigor of EOS should steadily improve. Guided by QMD and PIMC in the regimes where they are tractable, atom-in-jellium calculations are feasible for use now, and appear necessary to capture expected properties, for the construction of wide-ranging EOS for elemental plasmas. For mixed species, atom-in-jellium results must either be mixed using ad hoc models, or run with an averaged Z, which is physically dubious because the EOS of each component is highly non-linear in Z; rigorous mixed-species plasma calculations are currently only possible using QMD and PIMC.
The calculation of θ D (ρ, T ) is an interesting generalization of the Debye model for ion-thermal energy, offering a wider range of validity than Mie-Grüneisen EOS constructed with θ D (ρ). The related observation that a structure like the vapor dome appears in atom-in-jellium calculations was unexpected, and provides a different explanation for the physics behind the liquid-vapor region, although the EOS calculations themselves do not give a precise calculation of the critical point.
Considering shock Hugoniot curves, we showed various comparisons with EOS constructed using the present, fully atom-in-jellium approach, and other EOS. The comparisons included semi-empirical EOS which were constrained by data, usually from shock experiments, blended into TF or TFD calculations for higher compressions and temperatures. We also showed a comparison with an example wide-range multi-physics EOS incorporating multi-atom DFT and again blended into TF-type calculations outside the range of the DFT treatment [1] . Hugoniots vary even from EOS constructed using similar treatments by a single researcher on different occasions, as well as between different researchers and, even more so, between different groups using different computer programs. Hugoniots may vary even in the range of identical sets of constraining data, as different interpolating functions may be used and subsets of the data may be weighted differently when constructing the EOS. The Hugoniots vary even more markedly between these approaches and our fully atom-in-jellium calculations.
The deviation between different TF EOS became insignificant for shock pressures exceeding a few times the level needed to induce peak compression, because TFlike calculations themselves are relatively standard and equivalent, and in this regime the TF contribution dominates over differences in the treatment of the cold compression curve and the ion-thermal excitations. An exception may be for low-Z materials if the ion-thermal treatment is particularly crude, when the extra contribution of 3 2 k B per atom to the heat capacity from the potential modes of the ions may still be evident. The behavior of the EOS depends on the strategy chosen to switch between different physical approaches in different regimes of state space, which is not constrained well on physical grounds, and so is particularly prone to variations between different attempts at constructing a widerange EOS for a given substance. These issues motivate the development of more rigorous theoretical techniques, but also of computationally efficient techniques enabling state space to be explored more widely and densely than with the most rigorous technique available at any juncture.
The atom-in-jellium model was developed precisely to extend the validity of TFD techniques toward ambient conditions, by capturing the physics of compressed and heated atoms more accurately [13] . Atom-in-jellium calculations should not be expected to be as accurate as PIMC, QMD, or PAMD calculations, but our results show that they are likely to be adequate for matter in the fluid and dense plasma regime, though not sufficiently accurate for solid elements near zero pressure. The more sophisticated techniques have better physical fidelity in their treatment of ionic motion as the ions transition from being bound, with fully populated vibrational modes and a heat capacity of 3k B per atom, to an unbound state with a heat capacity from the kinetic modes only, and so falling to
CONCLUSIONS
Equations of state were constructed for five example elements, using atom-in-jellium calculations for the ionthermal as well as electronic free energy. The elements chosen are all solids at STP, but spanned low to mid Z, and a range of types of electronic structure. The calculations were efficient enough to allow a wide-ranging EOS to be produced in a few CPU-hours, and covering compressions and temperatures typical of general-purpose libraries such as sesame and leos. Post-processing is needed as a palliative for numerical noise and failed calculations in cool, expanded states.
The calculated states exhibit localization of the electrons at low temperatures in expansion, and suggest an atomistic interpretation of the critical point and boundary of the vapor region as the locus where atoms' respective electrons start to interact.
The atom-in-jellium EOS were generally inaccurate for states around STP, particularly for non-close-packed and covalently-bonded structures, but became much more accurate at relatively modest temperatures or compressions, generally on heating beyond melt. For states representative of warm dense matter, the atom-in-jellium calculations agreed well with PAMD calculations, and gave a similar agreement with PIMC calculations. PIMC, QMD, and PAMD calculations were more sparse or absent for the higher-Z elements, but we made fully atomin-jellium predictions of the principal shock Hugoniots for future comparison.
Semi-empirical or multi-physics EOS constrained by shock data or multi-atom DFT at low temperatures, and blended into TF-type calculations at higher temperatures, were shown to vary significantly at shock pressures from the top of the constraining data to pressures a few times higher than that corresponding to peak compression. Fully atom-in-jellium calculations are likely to be more accurate in this regime as they capture more of the physics of the compressed, heated atoms, though PIMC, QMD, and PAMD calculations are likely to be more reliably accurate as the ion-thermal energy transitions from fully-populated vibrational modes to unbound motion. There is scope for futher improvement of the treatment of this regime in atom-in-jellium calculations.
Shock Hugoniots reproduced the locus of experimental data for pressures above a few hundred gigapascals, and (like PAMD and PIMC) exhibited structure as bound electrons were excited. These structures gave Hugoniots that were significantly different from TF-based EOS, though at higher Z the shell structure techniques tended toward the TF locus though still with significant deviations. Like PAMD, the atom-in-jellium calculations gave a slightly different peak Hugoniot compression. The deviations from EOS based on TF theory amount to tens to hundreds of percent in pressure, and several to ∼20% in mass density, for shock pressures of a few to ∼100 TPa. This differences should be observable using experimental techniques under development on HED facilities.
